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Typical Porsche:
No Superfluous Parts
Porsche’s intelligent production and logistics system
ensures a competitive advantage in the highly efﬁcient and innovative
automobile industry. It will enable the company to continue
making individual vehicles of the highest quality right on schedule.
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STANDARDIZED PROCESSES
PREVENT ORDER-PICKING ERRORS
At the supply center, employees pick parts using a standardized
logistics process that is synchronized with the assembly takt.
LEDs indicate the respective components needed (“pick by light”).
This prevents errors.

HOURLY MATERIAL DELIVERIES TO
THE PORSCHE PLANT IN LEIPZIG
Shuttle trucks take materials from the transit point to the
supply center in precisely deﬁned windows of time. Their trailerr
loads are planned in advance on the basis of predetermined
route assignments. The trailer exchange principle enables the
full containers to be unloaded directly and the empty containers
to be brought back at the same time, with the trucks leaving
the plant only a few minutes later.

Porsche’s Leipzig plant: Production without warehouses
A sophisticated production and logistics system means that Porsche doesn’t need warehouses to produce Panameras and Cayennes at its plant
in Leipzig. Only those parts that are needed right away in the production process enter the factory—and at precisely the right time and place.

EVERYTHING HAS TO MATCH PRECISEL
PRECISELY:
THE RIGHT ENGINE AT THE RIGHT TIME
Modules are delivered “just in sequence” via truck docks directly at the production lline.
Assemblies from the engine factory in Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen are delivered to the P
Porsche
e
plant in Leipzig exactly when they are to be installed in the respective vehicle—in a modell
mix as well, for all Cayenne and Panamera models are assembled on a single line.

NOTHING ENTERS ASSEMBLY
THAT ISN’T NEEDED RIGHT THEN
Every part needed has its set place on the ergonomically
optimized order-picking truck provided to the assembly worker
“just in time”. Optimally prepared processes and task
assignment based on the “surgeon-nurse” principle prevent
errors and increase productivity on the assembly line.

THE MATERIAL FLOWS —AND WITH
A MINIMUM OF OPERATING STEPS
Material is loaded directly from the truck to the tow train and
brought into the order-picking zone. Empty containers are
returned in the same process step. Intermediate storage is eliminated. Transport assignments to the supply locations are made
automatically as part of the material determination process.

LOGISTICS WITHOUT WAREHOUSING
REQUIRES PRECISE PLANNING
Along with their orders, suppliers receive not only a time stamp
but also all the control information needed for the material
ﬂow. For material planning down to the hour, it is essential that
volume and time speciﬁcations be precisely communicated
and adhered to.

FLEXIBILITY AND THE FISHBONE PRINCIPLE—KEYS TO
PRODUCING IN A MODEL MIX
A high degree of ﬂexibility in the assembly strategy, operating
materials, and material availability is the precondition for
ﬂexible production of the Gran Turismo Panamera and the
sporty all-terrain Cayenne in a model mix on a single assembly
line. The line is supplied with components based on the ﬁshbone
principle.

PAINTED PANAMERA BODIES ARRIVE
PUNCTUALLY AT THEIR OWN RAIL STATION
Freight trains from the VW plant in Hannover arrive daily
aat Porsche’s factory rail station in Leipzig, carrying Panamera
bodies with ﬁnished paint jobs. They are unloaded by a fully
automated system and sent directly to production. Punctual
arrival of these rail transports is monitored electronically at
all times by a GPS positioning system.
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standard containers. In order for them to re-

facility, the current inventory level lies at a

chain, which extends through to the completely

main constantly in ﬂow, the company also

mere 0.8 work days. But here, too, the “good”

assembled Panamera or Cayenne.

designed a closed load-carrying circuit. This
means that the trucks that deliver full con-

is eclipsed by the “better.” No opportunity for
optimization is ignored, whether in assembling

All the suppliers have all the information they

tainers take empty containers right back with

the engine or assembling the car. A continuous
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maintained over the entire process chain.
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ation) delivery note. In addition to the precisely

At the incoming goods department, deliveries
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are immediately assigned to the internal tow
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specifying the time at which the delivery must
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reach the incoming goods department at the
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components needed for a precisely deﬁned ve-
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picking zone. As soon as the cars destined for
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production reach a certain notiﬁcation point,
components are picked precisely for those
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It’s clear that the only partners who can be con-

respective vehicles. Just a few minutes later,
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Lean processes can only function smoothly
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in the complex car construction environment
if everyone involved, i.e. also the suppliers,
shares common principles. That includes, for
example, intelligent use of the systems that
control the logistics. These provide suppliers
with important additional information about the
material orders, which in turn ensures high levels of stability and reliability.
The major beneﬁciaries of all of this are the
customers, who receive their new vehicles precisely on the scheduled date. This requires a
high degree of ﬂexibility in production. Like a
colorful beaded necklace, vehicles from different series line up on a single production line in
what is called the “model mix”. Moreover, there
is a high level of variation within each model.
But the system beneﬁts Porsche as well, by
reducing logistics costs per vehicle by doubledigit ﬁgures. Eliminating the warehouses, after
all, means that the sports car manufacturer
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Eliminating warehouses means
reduced space requirements,
less bound capital, and
fewer handling steps. In short:
much greater efficiency
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Porsche’s Engine Factory in Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen: Precision Takt

Processes at Porsche’s engine factory in Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen are synchronized with production in Leipzig.
This means that precisely the assemblies needed by the plant in Leipzig are produced in a deﬁned takt.
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Punctual: Material is ordered based on need,

In takt: A tow train brings

Ergonomic: The container

and delivered hourly by shuttle trucks to the logistics

the material to

is simply pushed laterally from

hall at the Porsche plant in Stuttgart

the order-picking zones

the tow train onto a rack
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Synchronous: The picked orders are

Secure process: The “pick by light” system

Just in time: The driverless transport system

generated and processed in the same sequence

guides employees through the order-picking area and

retrieves the order-picking racks from logistics right

as the assembly (beaded necklace)

prevents errors in component selection

before they are needed
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Clever: The order-picking rack

Precise: Individually picked

Finished: The completely assembled

is pushed onto the assembly stand moving

components allow employees to focus on

engine is taken from the line

along the line

the assembly process

and sent directly to the vehicle plant
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